Site Occupation Preferences in CdMnTeSe Quaternary Alloys. EXAFS Data Analysis
A. Kisiel edges. The contribution of each edge t o the absorption coefficient has been isolated by extrapolating the preedge region to higher energies by a Victoreen-like fit and by substracting the fitted curves from the remaining experimental spectrum [9] . EXAFS data analysis for M n and Se I< edges was done applying the well known data reduction procedure described elsewhere [lo] . In this work we are mainly 'interested in neighbor distribution in the first shell. The first shell data was filtered from JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE IV taken from S e I<-edge. The solid line (square function) was fitted to experimental points for 5%, lo%, 15% of M n with 10% of S e as well as to two border points for ternaries CdTeo,gSeo 1 and hypothetical zinc-blende MnTeo 9Seo.1 compounds. T h e consistent deviation from random distribution represented by dashed line is visible. This results are confirmed also by data obtained from M n I<-edge. This nonlinear dependence is analytically described by quadratic function. Taking into consideration the random distribution background expressed by 42 (dashed line on fig.1 ) the preference of the site occupation could be approximate as proportional to x(1-I). This result is in very good agreement with Perkowitz et al. [ll] expectations for the analytical dependence of the clustering parameter versus composition. For both S e and M n K-edges the preference of Mn-Se pairing over Cd-Se and Mn-Te pairs was observed, respectively. The preference of the distribution of the Mn ion around Se is in agreement with tendencies anticipated from the lattice constants of the zinc blende binary compounds which fulfill unequality CdTe > M n T e > CdSe > MnSe. Also a local ordering in this alloy would be the strain energy which depends on the size of constituent atoms. In a previous paper [I21 we have generalized the model of Czyiyk et at. [2] to the case of quaternary alloys. The model is based entirely on the elastic bond-stretching and bond-bending forces and gives a satisfactory account for nearest-neighbor distances in these alloys. On the other hand, this very simple model does not describe properly the possibility of preferences.
Summarizing, we conclude that apart from the evident structural reason of the preferences which should be discussed in more advanced form, in the case of CdMnTeSe the magnetic superexchange interaction which is larger in CdMnSe than in C d M n T e should be also considered [13] .
